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Receptiv

Receptiv is the most comprehensive 
modular reception range available. With 
numerous base units in various shapes 
and sizes, Receptiv can be planned in 

endless configurations to suit your reception 
requirements. 

introduction
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Receptiv is the perfect choice to enhance your reception area 
and provide a stylish, professional first impression.

Choose between numerous base units. top units, glass shelves and storage, in various 
shapes and sizes to create a reception to suit all your requirements.
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With a choice of 17 board colours and 21 modesty panel finishes, 
Receptiv can accommodate any office colour scheme.

Two tone receptions can be created by adding a contrasting modesty panel finish.
Executive glass shelves offer a refined addition.
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Compact receptions offer an ideal solution when space is at a 
premium. Disabled access base units can be incorporated into any 
reception layout.
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Top units can be added to offer privacy as well as providing storage 
to maintain a tidy, efficient work space. 

Glass shelves can be added to provide a more executive 
impression.
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A full selection of reception tables and soft seating are available 
to complete your reception area.
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The added choice of green or orange modesty panels 
give a more vibrant colour option when required.
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Receptiv offers the flexibility to create an individual, standalone 
reception or a continuous, contoured shape.

This compact reception is extremely popular as a 
single person reception counter.
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Base units range from standard rectangular units to a selection of 
radiused units manufactured at various angles to allow for a more 
sweeping configuration.

Curved units are ideal for a single person reception 
incorporating an office wall for privacy.
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BOARD FINISHES
All products are manufactured using 18 & 25mm thick Melamine Faced Chipboard (MFC) sourced from across the 

world for optimum quality. An impressive Selection of 17 board finishes and 21 backboard finishes are available.

Colours storage is available with a choice of 17 board finishes for fascias and doors.

All desking, storage & pedestal tops are finished with 2mm PVC heavy duty edging tape.

For an accurate representation of all board finishes please request an Imperial Finishes Card. 19

Mirror Silver

(M)

Orange Green

(S) (OR) (GR)

Receptiv Modesty Panel Finishes
Receptiv modesty panels are manufactured from 3mm hardboard and available in 21 board finishes. 

(17 standard board finishes as well as the 4 shown below) 

Finishes

Storage Options

Various storage options are available to complete the range. 

Base Unit Cupboards Mobile Cupboards Base Unit Pedestal Mobile Pedestal
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